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1: â€œCanâ€™t a young nigga get money anymore?â€• ðŸ˜ : BlackPeopleTwitter
The culmination of emergence out of the pain of growing up in the inner city, this book expresses outrage at the casual
use of racially charged terms and appeals to young African-Americans to reject the use of denigrating language,
regardless of the skin color of the user.

Black culture has a unique way of examining the everyday and we are here to showcase that. Do not post
content just because a black person posted it. This sub is intended for exceptionally hilarious and insightful
social media posts made by black people, not just any social media post made by black people. We encourage
users to go on twitter to find tweets as opposed to making tweets just for this subreddit. No Bad Faith
Participation. No bullying or witch-hunting. This includes comments disparaging people whose tweets and
posts are featured here. Doxxing or sharing personal information will result in a permanent ban. No black
fathers posts and similar mean-spirited things. Posts must be showcasing somebody being hilarious or
insightful on social media. No image macros, text conversations, or YouTube links. Just because somebody
posted one of these on social media does not exempt it from this rule. Vines and such belong here and gifs
belong here. Typical Reddit cliches such as lyric chains, pun chains, white-knighting, and low-effort joke
comments will be removed. Reposts are highly discouraged, and if discovered will be removed. KarmaDecay
is not a reliable tool to check for reposts. No posts with terrible titles, they will be removed. Do not add
"bruh", "fam", or similar vernacular to your post or comment. Use Urban Dictionary if you do not understand
the meaning of a word. Comments asking "what does x mean? People of all colors do post and comment here.
It contributes nothing to the conversation and is punishable by ban. Posts must come from regular social media
accounts. The moderators of this subreddit will take any action which includes banning and removing
comments that they feel improves the quality of the subreddit. Also, join us on discord for exciting
discussions:
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2: Why do white people wanna say "nigga" so bad? : Negareddit
"As we all know, you just can't believe everything you see and hear, can you? Now if you'll excuse me, I must be on my
way.." [Schoolly D] Don't call me nigga.

PART I 1 Lie about how big your dick is all the time, and about how many white women you fucked while
their husbands were away at work. This way, you feel wanted by someone other than law enforcement. Wear
you cap backwards or sideways. Wear a bandana underneath the cap if possible. Ride around in white
neighborhoods at night and play rap music as loud as you can. We love the rattling trunk, we really, really do.
Children are a plus. Especially in libraries or theaters. Black women, this is a perfect time for you to chimp out
on your "boo". Remember, white folks invented home video just because of you. Oh, this is the perfect time to
call your homegirl if you can get reception to your cellphone. Then, when giving your order, keep changing it
around. If you work at a fast food place, take an excessively long time to get the order ready, especially for
white people. This is a reasonable means to attack or mug them. When you get caught, state your reason as
"dey wuz white. Go to the dentist and get those rotten teeth replaced with gold implants. Ignore red lights,
ambulances, and fire trucks. If you hit someone, drive off. In certain instances, you may end sentences with "
It had absolutely nothing to do with you running the red light moments before. Be sure to spray swastikas and
vulgarities on the car, then tell the police you are the victim of a hate crime. Never move for any oncoming
vehicles. When they honk, just give them a scowl and smack your lips a lot. Never move your shopping cart,
and never tell your heathen children to move out of the way. Fuck anyone or anything Anything to get your
freak on. Tuck your eight children into bed, go out to the clubs and get drunk and "freaked" by five or six
negroes. When you return home at 8: They will think you are ignorant if you try to go to college, and will
think less of you. Go tell your friends what a "playa you is". Make sure the cameras are rolling when you say
it. Never pay them back or be there for them in their time of need. Rule 1, get a white girl!! Find yourself a
white girl with enough low self-esteem to be seen with a negro. Always have a white woman, no matter what
she looks like. They are too busy praising you to sue you. This way, everyone will respect you even more.
Breathe fast and hard, clench your fists when staring. If your friends are following, make sure you all drive
alongside each other so you can take up all the lanes. Drive under the minimum speed limit. Make sure a lot of
white girls see you doing this. Black women will grow old and teach their niglets lies about white people so
they can carry on their practice of whining and recieving handouts, and so they can justify black-on-white
crime. Walk slowly so you can hold up traffic. Chimp out in front of the cameras, lie about how your "baby"
was a hardworking, loving, caring son The more insignificant the item, the more justified it was to shoot him.
WB is not completely overrun by negroes yet, so it is not yet appropriate for viewing. Spitting while
screaming is a plus. The more you exaggerate, the more important you will feel. When greeting them, give
them a dirty look and smack your lips. This further justifies your hate for the "white devil" and now leaves the
door open for you to become an activist. This will allow you to publicly criticize the white man for your
shortcomings and exempts you from hate crime legislation. All finances are poured into one or the other.
Dress like they do, try and talk like they do, and process the kinks and knapps out of your hair and dye it
blonde. Bleach your skin if you are excessively dark. Though the cologne stinks, it is an improvement over
your funk. Greek and Egyptian civilizations, inventions, and even claim that America was built on the backs
of negroes. Instead, the main focus should be expanding affirmitive action, the need for slavery reparations,
more hate crime legislation aimed against the white man, and the troubling fact that hurricanes are not given
black names When stranded, blame the president and white rescue teams for being racist and abandoning
them, even though they were warned they could be on their own for an unknown period of time. Negroes
should always wait for the government to do everything for them. If you repeat the lie long enough, perhaps
one day it will become the truth. When police stay out of your neighborhoods due to the high number of
brutality complaints, cry racism and say the city government does not care about blacks. He should then boast
about what a great job he did when indicted for corruption charges. Never blame yourself or other negroe city
officials. Al Sharpton in the Tawana Brawley case. They should also incite riots and then blame white people.
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He should also attempt to have sex with every negress in the congregation, married or not. And more recently,
the claim that whites blew up the New Orleans levees to drown the negroes. It is absurd, but the negro will
believe it. Degenerate and violent behavior is accepted in this peaceful protest. Claim that the convict is a
victim of the white justice system. If you get a sandwich or MREs, complain that they are cold. If you get a
cot to sleep on, complain that it is not a waterbed. Negroes should trash and vandalize the hotels and facilities
they are staying in, and should attempt to rape or rob any volunteers or residents of that city. Claim that the
white man has you "locked up in the ghetto". For added effect, they should burn their front yards and throw
charred wood on top of the area to add the effect of a cross burning. Look what dey done did to mah crib Lie
about a medical condition, if possible. Then, turn around and call each other niggers. Justify it by saying they
should be able to hear you coming anyway from the bass out of the speakers. When you do not get your way,
wait for the manager to leave work and try to run her over. When the manager has to kick you out of the store,
spit at him. Celebrate your false heroes such as Martin Luther King, Jr. The very next day, return to your true
ways and kill, rob, and rape each other. Indeed, niggers hate niggers, too. In time, the media will expose your
deviant and criminal past. She should claim that she will make it to the top of the music world someday, and
they will regret throwing her off the show. Wearing a blonde wig is a plus. It is no secret that negroes love to
commit insurance fraud of all kinds. Run out in the street to an oncoming vehicle and bump it as it passes. Fall
over and act injured, and later sue the vehicle owner. Make sure your victim is white, negroes usually live
below the poverty level, never have insurance, and usually drive off after hitting someone. Negroes operating
a motor vehicle should slam on the brakes purposely to cause an accident, and then act injured. Again, the
victim should be white, and again, you will sue. Negresses should wear maternity dresses and strap on a
cut-open basketball half underneath as if to show pregnancy. Walk into the department store of choice and
shoplift until no more items can be carried. Watch for cameras, employees, and security guards. Eat at
expensive resturaunts. Eat everything on the plate except for an extremely small chunk of food. Complain to
the waiter that you now feel ill as a result of the food, and demand that they give you the meal for free.
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3: Nigga Memes. Best Collection of Funny Nigga Pictures
old fat white lady calls black guy a nigga.

A person with glasses and a polo shirt holds their palm up toward the camera. In the midst of this debate,
though, there is generally one rule when it comes to the n-word on which there is almost total consensus
among Black people: And despite how important listening to the voices of marginalized and oppressed people
is to social justice work on the part of those with privilege , White people on the whole really seem to have
hard time with this one. Or perhaps we just have trouble hearing the voices of those we consider, at some basic
level, to be lesser, not fully human. So here is my message to you. Dear White Folks, We have to stop using
the n-word. And remember how that whole system was enforced by a violent system of repression whereby
Black slaves who did not act the way the White folks wanted them to were beaten and murdered? And it was
used just about every time a Black person was whipped, chained, beaten, insulted, spat upon, raped, lynched,
or otherwise humiliated and mistreated by White folks. Our people gave up the privilege to use that word the
moment we invented it as a tool of oppression. Also largely middle- and upper-middle class, the worst of these
would have us believe that if black men only pulled their pants up, stopped littering, and stopped calling each
other that word, racism and poverty would come to an end. If White folks are interested in this debate, we
should listen, but we should not assume that there is consensus within Black communities on the issue. No
matter how long that conversation goes on in Black communities, though, White people do not get to take
part. As the ones from whom the word of violence and oppression must be reclaimed, we do not get to have a
word in that conversation. As White folks, we tend to think that every door should be open to us, every
conversation should be ours, and every space should welcome us. We think this way because, when it comes
to racialized spaces, that tends to be the case. We have the privilege of having our voices heard and our
presence recognized in just about every space there is. Thus, we hate it when we are told that we are not
actually welcome in a conversation. There is hardly a single context in the United States in which a White
person but particularly White, cisgender men cannot assert themselves into a space and have their voice heard.
White women can hopefully begin to though never fully understand this when you think about the ways in
which you are denied voice and space by dominant men. Though these oppressions cannot be compared,
hopefully this comparison can help generate a little empathy into why it simply is not okay for us as White
people to expect our voices to be heard in every conversation. Just because we are not welcome to use one
word in the English language does not mean that we are being discriminated against. Which means that we can
put this whole thing to rest, right? He lives with his loving partner and his funtastic dog. Found this article
helpful? Articles , Posts Tagged With:

4: Donâ€™t Call Me Nigga, Nigga: Black Boss Sued for Calling Black Employee the â€˜N-Wordâ€™ â€“ D
But, if you want to say 'nigga' then be ready to get treated like one and if you don't then keep that one syllable five letter
word out of your mouth unless you're ready to be crossed up by some.

5: Donâ€™t call me Nigga (For my friend who hates the N-word) â€“ Loethe1
A term of endearment depnding in the context like whatup nigga, or nigga that was hot you know vernacular slang. A lot
of people take offense to the word nigga because once "nigger" was a word inclined to degrade black people and
assume they're ignorant. This was the tactic of the slave.

6: How To Be A Nigger
2 white guys have a racial slur fest with a black man. On a train ride back home from penn station. Turns out the black
guy is an off duty cop. Funniest thing I have seen and yet the dumbest as well.
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7: Stop Saying N***a If You're Not Black | HuffPost
Damn nigga dis fried chickin is off da chain!!! Pass da Kool Aid my nigga!! Black guy: Hey cracker. White guy: You cant
call me cracker, thats racist. Now if you change 2 letters and call me a cracka, its all good.

8: Dont With Me Nigga Quotes, Quotations & Sayings
"I used 'nigga' because it's an American term used to show solidarity among blacks," he said. "It has to do with the
relationships between black people for me." Iago is right.

9: Thug Addict â€“ Don't Call Me lyrics
White guy "you know what I mean bro" Black guy "you mean I'm a nigger" White guy "Nah man, it ain't like that" Black
guy punches the white guy. Black guy gets arrested for assault and released without charges because the white guy is
accused of using racial slurs (that the Black guy uses everyday in his vocabulary with his "brothers" that he.
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